**WARNING**

Risk of fire, electric shock, injury or property damage

Risk of electric shock—Disconnect power to equipment before installing or servicing.
This equipment must be installed according to all applicable codes & ordinances.
Installation and service of this equipment must be performed by qualified service personnel.
Do not install damaged equipment.
Read these instructions before installing, servicing or maintaining this equipment.
Save these instructions for maintaining and servicing.

**CAUTION**

Failure to follow instructions or altering equipment could result in damage and void warranty.
Edges may cut—wear gloves while handling or servicing this equipment.
Inspect equipment for damage from shipping and handling.

**LUMINAIRE PREPARATION**

1. Remove the luminaire from the carton and inspect luminaire for damage. Do not install a damaged luminaire.
2. Identify which model has been ordered and determine mounting method—pendant or direct mount—for appropriate mounting instructions see appropriate section.

**WIRING INFORMATION**

**FIELD WIRING CONNECTIONS**

**SUPPLY CIRCUIT**
- L1
- L2 or NEUTRAL
- GND

**DIMMING CONTROL (OPTIONAL)**
- BLK
- WHT
- GRN
- V/O 10 Volt
- GRY 0 Volt

**STANDARD FIXTURE/EQUIPMENT SCHEMATIC**

**INPUT**
- L1
- L2 or NEUTRAL
- GND
- V/O 10 Volt
- GRY 0 Volt

**OUTPUT TO LEDS**
- Dimming Control

**FIXTURE/EQUIPMENT w/MOTION OPTION**

**INPUT**
- V/O 10 Volt
- GRY 0 Volt

**OUTPUT TO LEDS**
- Dimming Control
- Motion

**Steps for Direct Mounting**

1. Remove j-box plate from luminaire and attach to junction box (junction box and fasteners provided by others).
3. Make wiring connections and position wire nut branch connections inside junction box.
4. Swing fixture closed and tighten two fasteners completing fixture installation.

**Installation and Assembly Instructions**

**Excursion (EXN) Series**

**Steps for Pendant Mounting**

1. Luminaire is provided with a 3/4” threaded hub for pendant hanging. Materials for pendant hanging provided by others.
2. Feed wires through 3/4” conduit (provided by others). Thread and tighten conduit into 3/4” hub. Tighten set screw located in 3/4” threaded hub securing conduit to 3/4” threaded hub.
3. Pendant or Conduit Hanging from junction box determined and provided by others.
4. Wiring connections made in junction box provided by others.
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Steps for Direct Mounting
1. Remove j-box plate from luminaire and attach to junction box (junction box and fasteners provided by others).
3. Make wiring connections and position wire nut branch connections inside junction box.
4. Swing fixture closed and tighten two fasteners completing fixture installation.

Steps for Pendant Mounting
1. Luminaire is provided with a 3/4” threaded hub for pendant hanging. Materials for pendant hanging provided by others.
2. Feed wires through 3/4” conduit (provided by others). Thread and tighten conduit into 3/4” hub. Tighten set screw located in 3/4” threaded hub securing conduit to 3/4” threaded hub.
3. Pendant or Conduit Hanging from junction box determined and provided by others.
4. Wiring connections made in junction box provided by others.

**Installation and Assembly Instructions**
Excursion (EXN) Series

**Risk of electric shock**—Disconnect power to equipment before installing or servicing.
This equipment must be installed according to all applicable codes & ordinances.
Installation and service of this equipment must be performed by qualified service personnel.
Do not install damaged equipment.
Read these instructions before installing, servicing or maintaining this equipment.
Save these instructions for maintaining and servicing.

**Luminaire is provided with a 3/4” threaded hub for pendant hanging. Materials for pendant hanging provided by others.**

**Fasteners**

**J-Box Plate**

**Conduit (by others)**

**J-box (by others)**

**Ceiling Surface**

**Figures for Direct Mounting**

**Figures for Pendant Mounting**
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